Puzzle Problems #5

1) At a recent Pets Anonymous reunion, the attendees were discussing which pets they had recently owned. James used to have a dog. The person who used to own a mouse now owns a cat, but the person who used to have a cat does not have a mouse. Kevin has now or used to have a dog, I can't remember which. Becky has never owned a mouse. Only one person now owns the pet they previously had. Rebecca kept quiet throughout the meeting and nobody mentioned the hamster. Can you determine who owns which pet and what they used to own?

2) Richard, Kev, and James like coffee, but Andrew, Bernie, and John don't. Does Simon like coffee?

3) I’m amazing ‘cause I’ve got the force to hold down a cow or a horse as you’ve doubtlessly found, I am always around, And I’m constantly working, of course.

What am I?

4) Answer quickly. Starting with an empty barrel, which happens first?

2/3 full
1/4 empty
1/2 full
3/4 empty

5) What is black when you buy it, red when you use it, and grey when you throw it away?